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Positive Behaviour Support and Forensic Mental Health Care 

Introduction 

This assignment reviews the evidence about Positive Behaviour Support (PBS) in forensic mental 

health settings. It discusses the benefits and challenges of using PBS in forensic settings, including: 

why PBS is a good fit, the nature of risk and ‘challenging behaviour’, and the potential differences in 

ideology between forensic settings and the PBS approach. 

See Appendix 1 for a brief explanation of how language is used in this assignment.  

I chose this topic as I work on a forensic inpatient ward, and could see potential benefits and 

challenges of using PBS in this setting. I wanted to further research this, and consider what steps I 

might take to start using PBS. 

Key elements of PBS in relation to this discussion 

PBS is a values- and evidence-based approach to improving quality of life (CAPBS, no date). PBS is 

being used in an increasing variety of settings (PBS Coalition UK, 2015). It is often used with people 

who use behaviours that challenge (PBS Academy, 2017). 

  

Existing literature 

Forensic mental health is a relatively new area for research on PBS. A literature search (Appendix 2) 

found ten papers. 9 were from one clinical research team based in a hospital in Wales (Davies et al, 

2015; Davies et al, 2016; Davies et al, 2016a; Davies, Mallows and Hoare, 2016; Davies and Hughes, 

2018; Davies et al, 2019; Griffiths and Wilcox, 2013; Hughes and Davies, 2018; Karger et al, 2018) . 

These cover a variety of topics including: explanations of how PBS was embedded; the efficacy of 

PBS; perceptions of PBS by staff and patients; and staff attributions about behaviour. In the 

Figure 1: Components of PBS (Centre for Advancement of PBS (CAPBS), no date). Highlighted are 

the elements which will be focused on in this assignment. 
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remaining paper (Tolisano, Sondik and Dike, 2017), the approach (using PBS for those ‘whose 

behaviors exceed hospital thresholds for aggression and for restraint and seclusion’), and the 

language (e.g. ‘excessive neediness’, ‘character-related problems’) used are counter to the values of 

PBS, and thus it did not provide helpful insight.  

All the research was conducted in clinical settings, which is promising for its validity and applicability 

to similar settings. However, the researchers were part of the clinical team, so cannot be ‘blind’ to 

the group in any of these cases. Additionally, the researchers are motivated for PBS to be successful, 

as they have chosen to use it, so they may be biased towards trying to find positive results.  

Why is PBS a good fit for forensics? 

PBS is often used with people who use behaviours that challenge. The Royal College of Psychiatrists 

(2007) define behaviour as challenging ‘when it is of such an intensity, frequency or duration as to 

threaten the quality of life and/or physical safety of the individual or others, and is likely to lead to 

responses that are restrictive, aversive or result in exclusion’. All people detained in forensic 

inpatient units will have met this definition at some point: their actions (which have threatened 

either themselves and/or others) have lead to a restrictive response of them being detained. This 

definition is referred to throughout this assignment. It was chosen as it is frequently used in relation 

to PBS, and it highlights the importance of the response to behaviour, and how this shapes 

perception of the behaviour, and the perpetuation of it. 

Current guidance and legislation advocate for reducing restrictive practices (NICE, 2015; NICE, 

2015a; National Offender Management Service, 2015; Department of Health, 2014). The values of 

PBS align with taking ‘positive and proactive’ steps to reduce the need for restrictive interventions 

(Department of Health, 2014), and can help focus on treatment, rather than control and 

management of behaviour (Higgins, 2019). 

PBS also fits with guidance from the Royal College of Occupational Therapists (RCOT, 2017) on 

secure hospitals, which mentions the importance of meaningful occupational choice; structured and 

constructive use of time; social inclusion; and the influence of occupation on life satisfaction. O’Flynn 

et al (2018) say quality of life is an ‘essential treatment objective’ in inpatient forensic settings, not 

only because of its importance for person-centred care, but also because better quality of life 

reduces recidivism.  

Benefits of PBS in forensics 

There is not much research investigating the efficacy of PBS in forensics. It is hard to isolate the 

effects of PBS in a clinical setting- but it would be unethical, impractical, and counterproductive to 

withhold other treatment. 

Davies et al (2019) found a reduction in the frequency, severity, and management difficulty of 

aggression over a year of using PBS (compared to no significant change in the control group). The 

results were less clear for ‘other challenging behaviours’ (e.g. inappropriate verbal comments). It is 

useful to consider ‘challenging behaviour’ as an outcome of PBS due to the common reasons for 

referring for PBS (PBS Academy, 2017). However, the aim of PBS is an improvement in quality of life, 

rather than specifically aiming to reduce challenging behaviour (CAPBS, no date), therefore 

‘challenging behaviour’ alone as an outcome measure may not be a valid measurement of its 

efficacy.  

Another potential benefit of using PBS in forensics is in the attributions staff make about behaviour. 

Davies et al (2015) describe previous research showing that caring behaviours tend to be highest 

when challenging behaviour is perceived as due to external causes, unstable, and uncontrollable, 
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and lower if behaviour is attributed as internal, stable, and controllable. The attributions associated 

with less caring behaviour can often be seen in the language used around people diagnosed with 

personality disorder (e.g. perceptions that they are ‘untreatable’ or ‘difficult’; National Offender 

Management Service, 2015). The very name of the diagnosis ‘personality disorder’ locates the cause 

internally, in the person’s personality- although it is thought to be mostly caused by early life 

experiences, environment, and social circumstances (Mind, 2020). This is an issue in forensic 

services, as over 50% of the forensic population is diagnosed with a personality disorder (National 

Offender Management Service, 2015). As PBS reminds practitioners that all behaviour is for a reason 

(CAPBS, no date), it could promote more caring and recovery-focused thinking about personality 

disorder. Davies et al (2015; 2016) used the Causal Dimension Scale (‘CDS-II’- McAuley, Duncan and 

Russell, 1992) to assess staff attributions about behaviour before and after PBS training. They found 

an initial change towards more ‘caring’ attributions; however, this was not maintained at the 1-year 

follow-up (Davies et al, 2016). This seems to suggest PBS training was not effective at maintaining 

the change in attributions. However, the CDS-II is designed for use with vignettes, whereas Davies et 

al (2015; 2016) asked the questions for ‘challenging behaviour’ generally. This may make the scale 

less valid. PBS also emphasises that causes for behaviour are individual, so people with more 

awareness of PBS may find it harder to complete the rating for ‘challenging behaviour’ as a whole.  

Better understanding of the function and meaning of behaviours can also mean better 

understanding of risk behaviours specifically (Karger et al, 2018). This is beneficial in forensic settings 

as it helps the team to work with the patient on their risk behaviours in a meaningful and sustainable 

way. 

Challenges for using PBS in forensics: practical 

There are many challenges for using PBS, not only for forensics, but in other settings too. One 

frequently mentioned is availability of resources: time (to assess, implement strategies, and read 

plans), training, and staffing (Davies, Mallows and Hoare, 2016; Karger et al, 2018). Another common 

challenge is consistency and fidelity- for example there are often agency staff who are unfamiliar 

with the patients, and regular staff may have difficulty consistently implementing and regularly 

updating the PBS plans (Davies et al, 2019; Karger et al, 2018; Davies et al, 2018).  

Other challenges mentioned in the literature include: resistance to change (Karger et al, 2018); 

patients lacking insight or motivation to change behaviour (Karger et al, 2018); need for a behaviour 

specialist to implement successfully (Tolisano, Sondik and Dike, 2017; Higgins, 2019); and staffing 

hierarchies (Karger et al, 2018).  

Challenges for using PBS in forensics: values and ideology 

Karger et al (2018) note the ‘cultural incongruence’ between the empowering values of PBS, and the 

forensic setting aimed at ‘containing risk’. The restrictive environment means choice and control are 

drastically reduce, and can pose challenges for active support, meaningful activity, and quality of life. 

In PBS, it is also important for the client to learn skills to empower them to behave in different ways: 

often forensic patients can end up losing skills, due to lengthy stays and institutionalisation (RCOT, 

2017).  

O’Flynn et al (2018) found the biggest contributor to quality of life in their regression analysis was 

engagement in meaningful activity. Next were level of security (lower level of security, and 

consequently, increasing freedoms, was associated with better quality of life), and therapeutic hold 

(safe therapeutic relationships and environment). O’Flynn et al (2018) note that the therapeutic 

relationship can be improved by avoiding coercive choices, involving the patient in their care, 

individualised goals, and a non-judgemental environment. These are all elements which fit very well 
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with the values and process of PBS, and also can be achieved in a forensic environment- 

demonstrating that the two are not completely incompatible.  

Risk and challenging behaviour: synonymous? 

Karger et al (2018) suggest that in the forensic context ‘“challenging behaviour” and “risk” were 

closely related and largely interchangeable’, and therefore PBS can be a useful tool in this context. 

They caution that positioning PBS as a ‘risk-management tool’ like this could lead to the values of 

PBS being compromised. I disagree that ‘risk’ and ‘challenging behaviour’ are synonymous. Positive 

risk-taking (‘when taking a risk achieves positive outcomes’- RCOT, 2018) is important in forensic 

services, to enable patients to move forwards. It is championed by RCOT (2018) who state, ‘if you 

want service users to […] participate fully in life, this requires you to embrace and engage with risk’. 

While risk can be positive, ‘challenging behaviour’ involves a threat to ‘the quality of life and/or 

physical safety of the individual or others’ (Royal College of Psychiatrists, 2007), which cannot be 

construed as positive. If the response to a behaviour is modified, and the response is no longer 

‘restrictive, aversive, or result[s] in exclusion’ (Royal College of Psychiatrists, 2007), then the 

behaviour may no longer be classified as ‘challenging’, but could still be risky. For example, if 

someone’s self-harming behaviour is to manage their emotional state, restricting the environment 

could result in them engaging in increasingly risky forms of self-harm due to limited options available 

to them (Harding, 2020). If the response is less restrictive, there may still be behaviour which poses a 

risk (self-harming) but this may not meet the definition of ‘challenging’ due to the change in 

response. 

Someone’s level of risk, and the challenging behaviour someone uses, each change differently in 

response to situations and environments. Therefore, for ‘risk’ and ‘challenging behaviour’ to be 

synonymous, they would have to be located within the individual, whereas PBS demonstrates that 

we should consider the challenging behaviour to be a response to particular situations. I think, 

therefore, the fact that Karger et al (2018) suggest the two terms are synonymous in forensic 

settings, based on their research on staff perceptions of PBS, comes back again to the issue of 

attributions about behaviour and why this is important in forensic settings.  

Conclusion: Ideas and strategies for using PBS in a forensic setting 

From this review of the benefits and challenges of using PBS in forensic settings, I believe it can be a 

useful approach. Based on the evidence, I have collated these strategies which could be helpful for 

implementing PBS in an inpatient forensic setting. 

 Carefully considering use of language about behaviour, and attributions about behaviour 

(Higgins, 2019; Davies et al, 2015). 

 Having the support of the consultant (Higgins, 2019) 

 Developing the culture, skills and values of the team 

 Having specific staff for coordinating the PBS approach for specific patients (Davies et al, 

2018) 

 Recognition and promotion of when to use which type of strategy (proactive, reactive, crisis) 

(Davies et al, 2018) 

 Increasing meaningful activity (O’Flynn et al, 2018) 

 Improving the therapeutic environment and strengthening therapeutic relationships 

(O’Flynn et al, 2018). 
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Appendix 1: a note on use of language in this assignment 

The term ‘challenging behaviour’ was originally intended to mean behaviour which can be 

challenging for people to respond to : it is therefore intended to imply a social construct, rather than 

a characteristic located within the person who uses these behaviours to communicate (Royal College 

of Psychiatrists, 2007). However, the term is often experienced differently, or used in a pejorative 

manner. It can therefore be preferable to use the phrase ‘people who use behaviours that 

challenge’. In this assignment, I may use both phrases, for the ease of expression in different 

contexts (and sometimes based on research which is being quoted), but in this assignment they can 

both be assumed to relate to challenging behaviour as a social construct (Royal College of 

Psychiatrists, 2007). See ‘Challenging Behaviour: A Unified Approach’ (Royal College of Psychiatrists, 

2007) for more in-depth exploration of this issue.  

Similarly, the terms ‘service user’ and ‘patient’ may be used interchangeably here: in general, the 

preferred term seems to be ‘service user’, but the prevalent term in my service seems to be 

‘patient’, and indeed many of my patients have said they prefer this term. 

Additionally, the terms ‘Positive Behavioural Support’ and ‘Positive Behaviour Support’ are both 

used when discussing this approach- for simplicity these have been abbreviated to ‘PBS’ throughout 

this assignment.  
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Appendix 2: Literature search details 

Database PsycInfo 

Search terms ‘positive behavio* support’ OR ‘positive support plan’ 
AND 
‘forensic’ OR ‘secure’ 

Number of results 12 results 
Based on review of abstracts, 7 of these were selected for review 

Selected papers for 
review 

Davies et al (2019) 
Karger et al (2018) 
Davies et al (2015) 
Davies, Mallows and Hoare (2016) 
Davies et al (2016) 
Hughes and Davies (2018) 
Tolisano, Sondik and Dike (2017) 

 

Database CINAHL 

Search terms ‘positive behavio* support’ OR ‘positive support plan’ 
AND 
‘forensic’ OR ‘secure’ 

Number of results 7 results 
After eliminating duplicates from PsycInfo search, and reviewing abstracts, 
3 papers selected for review 

Selected papers for 
review 

Davies et al (2016a) 
Griffiths and Wilcox (2013) 
Davies and Hughes (2018) 

 

The term ‘PBS’ was tried but not used as this returned a large volume of results relating to other 

uses of the abbreviation (e.g. related to Parkinson’s disease). Also, it appeared that all papers 

relating to positive behaviour support used the full term in the title, meaning the abbreviation was 

unnecessary. 

Wildcard (*) was used in the term ‘behavio*’ to cover both British and American English spellings, 

and the terms ‘behavioural’ and ‘behaviour’, which are used interchangeably with regard to this 

topic.  

Other search terms were tested (e.g. relating to ‘inpatient’, ‘hospital’ or ‘mental health’), but these 

were found to generate results which were not specific enough to forensic health care, for the 

purpose of this assignment. 

Further literature used in this assignment was found through reviewing the reference lists of these 

papers, through general research, recommended reading lists, and discussions in class.  
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